
CONSIGNMENT 
 

One of the most unique and exciting offers through ELSA is our consignment option 
where we offer furniture, art and other items through one of our physical 
consignment facilities, the first located in Reno and future facilities scheduled for 
the San Francisco Bay Area in 2018. This complements ELSA’ online presence 
through our affiliations with Etsy, 1stDibbs.com and our own website. With these 
broad marketing channels as well we are able to generate the highest exposure for 
your estate furniture and  larger items. 

 
As part of the complete service offered through the “Four Prong” 

liquidation process we will transport your estate contents    
to one of our resale showrooms and  as  needed  (at  extra 

                Cost option) will provide necessary restoration or repair  
to  maximize the value of your pieces 
and  attract the greatest attention.  
 
We encourage you to visit our website 
which has links to all of our online 
storefronts. 

  

APPRAISAL SERVICES 
 

Not sure if you want to keep the 
contents of an estate? You’re not 
alone. In many instances benefactors 
or other interested parties wish to 
determine the value of the estate 
before deciding on what to liquidate, 
determining fair value in a divorce 
case or perhaps contents are to be 
shipped and appraised value is 
needed for insurance purposes. 
 
Whatever your situation we provide a 
full range of USPAP compliant, in 
house general appraisal services from 
fine art, decorative arts, antiques, rare 
books and furniture to vehicles and 
industrial equipment. We also have 
partners capable of providing GIA 
certification on gems, jewelry and fine 
watches as well as rare and 
collectable art authentication and 
valuation. 
 
Be it for insurance, donation or sale 
estimates we are happy to discuss the 
wide range of appraisal services that 
we provide.   
 

OUT OF AREA EXECUTOR 
 

If you are an executor or represent an 
executor from out of the area who is 
not able to physically participate in the 
liquidation we specialize in providing a 
complete catalog of estate contents as 
well as coordinating private effects, 
photos and papers and separating 
them from proceeds to be sold. We go 
out of our way to be helpful source of 
comfort during what can be trying 
times. Please contact us with 

Complete Estate and Bankruptcy Liquidation Services 
THE DIFFERENCE OF THE “FOUR PRONG” LIQUIDATION PROCESS  

At the core of the ELSA experience is the opportunity to choose 
the options that best works for you from our “Four Prong” 
liquidation process which includes: 

 Estate or tag sales; 
 Live and on-line auctions; 
 Consignment, and 
 Charitable giving and disposal. 

 

Not all items are the same nor do they attract the same audience 
which is why we started ELSA. In 2010 when Founder Drew 
Ciocca came to Reno he was surprised by the items being sold 
by auctions houses which were poorly marketed and 
misidentified with limited web presence and no shipping. He was 
further surprised to find consignment stores with fine inventory 
that sat idle as it was invisible to potential buyers. What he 
realized was these groups were selling the same service to every 
problem versus providing tailored solutions. 
 

Luxury watches and brand name accessories will do better in a 
national online versus consignments shop showrooms.  Bedroom 
sets, armoires and vintage furniture does better in a consignment  

venue rather than listed in a national auction due 
to the high costs associated with shipping and 
the preference to view such pieces in person. 
 

ELSA is structured in such a way that you benefit 
from estate sales (prong 1 to thin the estate 
contents with the least overhead), auctions 
(prong 2 to liquidate items with the highest 
appeal to national audiences), consignment 
(prong 3 to best position items that appeal to the 
“in person” audience complemented by “e-tail” 
marketing) and charitable giving and disposal 
(prong 4 maximizing minimum value items 
through donation tax credits and eliminating 
remaining blight at the site of the estate). 
 

By using the calculated 4-prong approach ELSA 
is capable of achieving the highest prices for 
your estates contents in the shortest time. This is 
because we provide tailored solutions and don’t 
sell the same answer to every challenge. 

a range of options for  
     your estate needs 

CUSTOM TAILORED 
SOLUTIONS TO MEET YOUR 
SPECIFIC ESTATE NEEDS 

ESTATE SALES 
 

The first consideration for any liquidation is the estate or “tag” 
sale. This tends to be the easiest and quickest way to initiate the 
liquidation process but this does not mean the process should be 
taken lightly. Lead time to allow family or those involved to digest 
the transition, separating personal items and papers, 
coordinating set-up and supplies, determining staffing and 
security needs and marketing are all prior considerations to the 
estate sale. 
 
How does ELSA separate itself from other estate sale providers? 
 

1. Delivery: Most operators will not offer delivery which 
makes larger items less attractive due to the pain of 
moving with short notice; 

2. Credit Cards, PayPal and Cash: We take it all so your 
buyers are less likely to run out of money; 

3. Respect of the Home/Site: We realize this was a loved 
one’s home or possibly a business built with years of 
hard work that is being liquidated and as such we are 
respectful of the emotions common during liquidation. 

 

AUCTION SALES 
 

It doesn’t end at the estate sale. 
 

At the root of ELSA’s estate liquidation knowhow is over 15-
years’ experience with auction acquisition and sales. Since 2001 
Andrew Ciocca has built a resume as appraiser and liquidator of 
a broad range of items ranging from 17th Century silver and 
pewter to mid-century modern furniture. This unique experience 
has provided ELSA with the knowledge of optimal placement of 
items at auction (live auction versus online, best starting price 
and when to bundle items), the ability to achieve maximum 
exposure and price as well as achieving the shortest schedule for 
liquidation. 
 

  

CHARITABLE GIVING AND DISPOSAL 
 

What happens with items that are not suited for resale? 
What if mom or dad had a favorite charity they would have 
wanted to benefit? The fourth prong of our approach 
addresses these concerns as well as the concern of 
disposal of items of limited value through donation. ELSA 
provides services that will catalog, value and photo 
document charitable contributions and attain a donation 
receipt from your favorite 501(c)3 or (c)4 which than can be 
turned over to your CPA or tax preparer. Additionally we are 
happy to provide a full range of disposal and cleaning 
services to get properties into “sale condition”. 

FAST LIQUIDATION AND 

PAYMENT 

ELSA not only achieves the best 

results through the “Four Prong” 

liquidation process but also have 

some of the fastest results and 

payouts with payments drafted 

within 30-days of completed sales. 

We also provide on demand 

inventory and sales reports to 

provide near instant status 

updates.  

WORLDWIDE EXPOSURE 

The first rule in achieving the highest 

price for your estate contents is 

attaining the highest visibility possible. 

Through online marketing, offering 

shipping and delivery as well as 

decades of experience working with 

international buyers ELSA provides 

exposure far beyond the local market 

like standard consignment or auction 

houses.  

HELPFUL,  COURTEOUS 

AND PRIVATE 

It is the goal of ELSA to provide the 

most helpful, sensitive and courteous 

service possible. We realize that often 

estate liquidations are the result of 

death, divorce or bankruptcy – it is our 

aim to remove as much pain from 

these situations and provide  

professional service and discretion.  


